MyTrash

NAMI
We stopped looking at trash as a problem
and started seeing it as the resource it is.
And we created a chair with the shell made
from Danish household plastic trash.

PRODUCT NO.
23850-XXXX

DESIGNED BY
Hans Thyge & Co
in 2021

PRODUCTION
Denmark

CATEGORY
Café table with
plastic table top

ENVIRONMENT
Outdoor

ASSEMBLING
Leg construction
to be mounted on
table top
3 cm

BASE
Powder coated steel
TABLE TOP
97% Danish household plastic trash
3% UV and color pigment
CLEANING AND CARE
View online here

65 cm

73 cm

71,5 cm

1,5 cm

49 cm

DIMENSIONS
H: 73 cm
D: Ø64 cm
W: Ø64 cm
TUBE SIZE
Ø32 mm

HEIGHT UNDER TT*
71,5 cm
TT* THICKNESS
1,5 cm
SPACE LEGS FLOOR
49 cm

WEIGTH
Gross: kg
Net: 6,5 kg
WEIGTH LIMIT

COLORS
Monocolor
20

27

12

49

Black

Olive green

BOX DIMENSIONS
BOX 1:
H: 65 cm
W: 65 cm
L: 70 cm
SHIPPING UNITS
1 pc/box

PALLET
DIMENSIONS
H: cm
W: cm
L: cm

BOX 2
H: 5 cm
W: 16 cm
L: 92 cm
UNITS / PALLET

*TT = TableTop
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NAMI
We stopped looking at trash as a problem
and started seeing it as the resource it is.
And we created a chair with the shell made
from Danish household plastic trash.

HANS THYGE & CO
Hans Thyge & Co consists of passionate designers with bold ideas and a love for beautiful design. Together we work with a combination of a strong tradition and a drive to explore the unknown
and innovative parts of design.
The design studio specializes in designing furniture, objects, and
interiors. We juggle with everything from technical projects and
lifestyle concepts to branding and communication and always
with a strategic, sustainable, and commercial approach in mind.
We have a long history of know-how and experience working
with a variety of materials and production methods for clients
worldwide.

FROM TRASH TO TREASURE
Developing NAMI, HOUE was determined that the right steps
were taken in creating a responsible collection of chairs.
By using household plastic trash instead of virgin – or recycled
industrial plastic, it is not only the recycling of plastic and the use
of trash that is beneficial – there are also significant savings on the
amount of energy used in production.
When creating products from household plastic trash, we worked
from a systematic perspective, taking into account how things
are always connected. Consequently, we base our decisions on
facts and thorough documentation.

Working with many nationalities and different design approaches
worldwide, demands an attitude of openness and collaborative
skills. The mixture of different cultures and design-traditions is the
hot-spot where great design comes to life.
We believe in combining brain and heart, function, and aesthetics, and that every design should tell a story; a product is so
much more than the product itself, it is about creativity, vision,
culture, company values, the past, the present and the future.
NAMI
The NAMI Café table consists of a powder coated steel
frame with a beautifully molded plastic table top. The table top is made in Denmark from 97% Danish household
plastic trash with 3% color pigment added.
The table comes in 2 different colors: Black or olive
green, with a frame in the same color as the table top.
The table top is made from Danish household trash and
the table is produced in Denmark.
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